SaaS Solutions

THIRD-PARTY
AUDITORS &
CERTIFICATION
BODIES
Automate Complex Auditing Processes
The auditing and certification processes are complex and time consuming.
You may even be spending up to 50 percent of your day manually
managing the many processes, including answering the same client
question over and over: “Where am I in the certification process?”
The RizePoint SaaS solution is purpose-built to help you automate
your auditing and certification processes, give clients more visibility,
and increase profit margins.

Benefits
Simplify Audit
& Certification Processes

Audit, report, and analyze in one platform for faster,
more accurate results.

Centralize All Data

Aggregate all data from all sources in one place
to reduce double entries and human error.

Give Clients Visibility

Create instances for each client, giving them
instant insights to their certification status.

Increase Profit Margins

Take advantage of the RizePoint Partner
Program to become “stickier” with clients.
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Key Features
Audit, Report & Analyze with RizePoint
Mobile Auditor (MA)

Open APIs

Leverage a user-friendly application
to conduct audits online or offline for
efficient, time-saving audits. Generate
feedback reports on-site, so clients can
see preliminary results immediately.

Connect any data source so you can easily
gather, store, and organize critical data into
a single source of truth. You’ll quickly see
client insights and provide faster solutions.

Comprehensive Reporting

Corrective Action
Management (CAM)

Configure and request new requirements
with simple surveys and forms, or
add auditing capabilities to ensure
compliance against brand, product,
and government standards.

Make CAPA easier by setting
in-software rules that trigger alerts
with clear action items so clients can
correct noncompliances. Establish
due dates, send notifications, and easily
monitor task completion to decrease risk.

Configurable Forms

Create your own audit form for each
audit type and certification. Connect rule
excerpts, examples, and images to ensure
that both auditors and clients understand
each audit item.

Private Client Instances

Create secure white-labeled instances
for each client so they can easily see
their status in the certification process,
outstanding corrective actions, and other
customized insights.

“

”

RizePoint has given us the ability to manage and review
audits like never before…It has made it easier for us to put
our focus in the right areas.
Andrew Wood | Database & Business Development Manager

Proven Solutions for Quality, Safety & Compliance

To schedule a demo, please visit www.rizepoint.com/request-a-demo/
or contact us at info@rizepoint.com today!

Industry Expertise & Ongoing Value with RizePoint
RizePoint has been the expert in audit management for over 20 years, serving
top brands worldwide. With a strong focus on customers, we actively seek out
opportunities to improve our platform and your experience in an ever-changing
compliance landscape.
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